SUPERMAN 3-D Motion Clock
Instructions
1. Attach the “capes” to the clock, by gently snapping the posts on the capes into
the openings on the back of the clock case (Fig. 1).
2. Insert 2 AA batteries:
a. Unlike most electronics that use batteries, make sure the positive ends are
pointing in the SAME direction, not in opposite directions (Fig. 2).
b. DO NOT USE DURACELL BATTERIES, because they will not fit easily into
the battery case.
3. Adjust the time using the wheel on the back. The wheel is located inside the
clock body, just above the batteries (Fig. 1).
4. Hang the clock on a wall or other flat surface. Make sure that the wall is
perfectly vertical, and that the body of the clock hangs flat against the wall.
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Troubleshooting
Arm and leg (pendulum) will not swing.
1. Make sure the clock hangs perfectly vertical, and that the pendulum isn’t
scraping against anything.
2. If the pendulum is swinging freely, check the bottom battery (the bottom
battery powers the pendulum).
a. Make sure the bottom battery has a full charge.
b. Make sure the bottom battery was installed pointing in the right direction
(see Fig. 2).
c. Spin the battery to ensure electrical contact.

Clock will not keep time.
1. Make sure the top battery has a full charge (the top battery powers the
timepiece, while the bottom battery powers the pendulum).
2. Make sure the top battery was installed pointing in the right direction (Fig. 2).
3. Spin the battery to ensure electrical contact.
If following the steps above did not fix the problem,
please DO NOT RETURN this clock to the store where you purchased it.
Contact the manufacturer, N.J. Croce Co., directly:
Call: 1-800-899-8467 or 909-596-1800 (8 AM - 4 PM PST, Monday - Friday)
Email: customerservice@njcroce.com
Visit: www.njcroce.com

Warranty Information
This clock is guaranteed by N.J. Croce Co., Inc. to be free from defects in materials or
workmanship, for up to 1 year from the date of purchase. The following are not covered under this
warranty: Damage caused by misuse, abuse or neglect; damage caused by self-repair (except
when instructed by one of our staff), dismantling or tampering; damage caused by failure to follow
instructions; loss or damage due to shipping to/from N.J. Croce.
Do not ship your clock to us unless we’ve instructed you to do so.
Be sure to include a copy of the original purchase receipt with your return.
At our discretion, we will repair your clock or replace it with a new or refurbished clock.
This warranty is valid only in the United States.
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